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NEW QUESTION: 1
A new security policy in an organization requires that all file transfers within the organization
be completed using applications that provide secure transfer. Currently, the organization uses
FTP and HTTP to transfer files.
Which of the following should the organization implement in order to be compliant with the
new policy?
A. Replace FTP with SFTP and replace HTTP with Telnet
B. Replace FTP with FTPS and replaces HTTP with TFTP
C. Replace FTP with SFTP and replace HTTP with TLS
D. Replace FTP with FTPS and replaces HTTP with IPSec
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

You are designing a Cisco Fabric Interconnect. UCS Blade chassis, and stand-alone UCS server
solution for a large public cloud provider The design includes these items
* one upstream Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switch that provides LAN and SAN connectivity
* ten Fabric Interconnect switches (five pairs in high availability)
* five fully equipped Cisco UCS Blade chassis per fabric interconnect switches pair
* fifty Cisco UCS stand-alone servers
Which two statements are true regarding the SAN connection from the fabric interconnect
switches to the upstream Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switch? (Choose two.)
A. Cisco UCS Blade servers and stand-alone servers must be connected to the SAN directly
B. The maximum number of domain IDs that can be addressed by the Fibre Channel protocol is
355
C. Fabric interconnect switches must be designed in end host mode
D. Fabric interconnect switches must be designed in switch mode
E. The Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switch must deploy NPIV
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Which switch in this configuration becomes the root bridge?
A. SW4
B. SW1
C. SW3
D. SW2
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The analyst needs to create a virtual report suite for traffic to the site where visitors are from a
specific city.
Once this virtual report suite is configured, which features will be available to the analyst?
(Choose two.)
A. Create a real-time report for the virtual report suite
B. Create a user group, restricting access to the virtual report suite
C. Create retroactive reporting for the virtual report suite
D. Create classifications for use only in the virtual report suite
Answer: B,C
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